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Any Scanner, a smart scanner app that turns your device into a portable PDF scanner, can easily convert paper documents and images to PDF/JPG in just one single tap.

Download Any Scanner and enjoy ALL FEATURES FOR FREE!

Amazing Features:
1.Convert All Kinds of Documents to PDFs
Easily scan & convert all kinds of documents to PDF format in a simple tap - receipts, invoices, notes, documents, photos, business cards, certificates, whiteboards, etc. The scan results can be printed out instantly via Cloud Print.

2.Easily Share Scanned Files
Conveniently share scanned files in PDF or JPEG formats with friends via Email, or post them on social media. Save and view the scanned files anytime, anywhere.

3.Professional Quality Scan Results
Its precise border detecting, smart cropping, and auto enhancing features ensure the PDF outputs clear, sharp, and high-resolution. Multiple filter options are also provided to further optimize the scan results - photo, document, clear, color, black & white.

4.Extract Texts from Images Accurately
The integrated OCR (optical character recognition) technology can precisely recognize and extract texts from papers and images. After extraction, you can edit, copy, search, and share the texts for free.

5.Add E-Signatures
Any Scanner allows you to add electronic signatures to the scan results. Easily sign your PDFs before sending and printing them!

6.Add Security Watermarks
You can add security watermarks to protect your files. Mark scanned files with customized watermarks at any time!

7.Search Files Quickly
Thanks to its quick search feature, you can quickly find your target files among multiple category folders by entering keywords; its OCR search feature can help you find texts inside notes and images in the shortest time.

8.Easy and Useful File Management Tools
Supports creating subfolders to help you categorize messy documents. Its amazing searching, sorting, and adding notes features can help you quickly find the document you want.

9.Convenient Documents Editing
Add or delete one page or the entire document; adjust the layout of documents; set page sizes of your PDF (Letter, Legal, A4, and more), all are supported!

Coming Soon: 
â–ºAdd Annotations
The advanced editing feature allows you to add annotations to the scan results. Conveniently review and mark the scanned documents!

â–ºProtect Important Documents
You can set passwords to protect your confidential documents. Also, encrypting the files to be shared can effectively prevent others from peeking at it.

â–ºBackup and Sync
Worried about losing important files when changing devices? Any Scanner helps you backup and sync scanned documents to Google Drive, Dropbox, Evernote, OneDrive, etc. Just log in to your account on any device, you can manage these documents conveniently. Store, sync and collaborate across smartphones, tablets, and computers.

Any Scanner can be used almost in any case:
*Receipt, Invoice, Contract, Tax Roll, Business Card...
*PPT, Whiteboard, Note, Book, Curriculum Vitae...
*Passport, ID Card, Driver License, Certificate...
*QR Code, Memo, Letter, Map...
*Travel Brochure, Paint, Work Plan, Manuscript...

Scanner                                      
Try this scanner now! Scanner can convert all kinds of documents to PDF format!

Document Scanner                
Document scanner supports to categorise messy documents. Try document scanner!   

Scan to PDF
Scan to PDF can scan papers in high-quality. Just download Scan to PDF to scan documents!

Scanner Document App
Scanner document app helps you extract texts from images. Use scanner document app now!

Camera Scanner
Want an attractive camera scanner? Camera Scanner helps you extract PDFs.

Scanner App
This portable scanner app can meet your needs! Try scanner app!

PDF Scanner
PDF scanner is your best assistant! Download PDF scanner for free!
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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February 10, 2024
Yes there are ads, yes the app and use of it is free, yes it works! I was able to scan 9 documents into one PDF and email it. I had just spent almost $15 faxing the exact same thing a few days prior ! The scanned docs came out crystal clear and you can crop the image if necessary. Works as intended. Great app! Thank you!
629 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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November 10, 2021
Excellent, so easy to use!! Not only was this a no brainer when it came to my first time use, but it was so easy to navigate, edit, save, reformat, and send out my necessary documents in any format that I needed. All the options I had made scanning and editing out any imperfections so easy, a toddler could do it. At first I had some problems with shadowing on my document, no problem, just turn on the flashlight and no more shadows. Will be using for all my docu- needs in the future!! Thank you!
379 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 7, 2021
I downloaded app 2 months ago.i love it! I use it everyday. From receipts to 8"X11.5 documents. I have not found if I can join two scans though. I scan both sides and it would be nice to be able too get them in one document. But other then that I'm happy with it. I don't really scan enough to warrant a subscription. It would be far to expensive to have Adobe. I had it once in Windows 95 but now it don't work on these new format's.easted money.
158 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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